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Future-ready PCs
that go where
business leads
HP Business PCs are designed for mobile employees to work how they live
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HP recommends Windows.

Work is wherever
life happens
Businesses are only as agile as their employees. Serious
professionals want to work how they live—untethered,
uncompromising, their world at their fingertips. And because
their work often happens away from the office, people need
on-the-go access to important information and critical
applications right away.
At the same time, providing greater PC mobility and convenience for employees can put extra
demands on your company’s hardware and support resources. You need notebook and tablet
PCs that are flexible and rugged enough to go wherever your business leads—without
compromising security, increasing costs, or adding complexity for IT departments.
When your most demanding work is on the line, rely on HP to help you perform at your very
best. We’ve designed our latest HP Business PCs to give mobile workers and nimble businesses
the edge they need. No matter how you work, HP has you covered—with flexible and intuitive
hardware, built-in security tools, comprehensive software solutions, straightforward
manageability, and support you can count on.
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Equipping today’s—and tomorrow’s—highly
mobile workforce
HP Business PCs are designed to meet the demands of leading businesses. Built from highquality materials and backed by outstanding HP reliability, these stylish and sturdy devices are
powerful, yet simple to use. With comprehensive solutions for end-to-end business needs, HP is
a global leader in addressing key priorities and needs of mobile employees, busy IT staff, and
budget-minded business managers alike.

Smart mobile solutions to work where (and how) you want
Equip employees to do their best work, no matter where it happens. Create a more
mobile, agile business with flexible hardware designed to work how professionals
prefer. Choose an entire ecosystem of innovative accessories that help you get the most out of
your investment. Don’t force your employees to adapt their work styles to your technology—
give them tools and solutions that fit their style and adapt to their needs.
HP Elite and Pro series PCs include lightweight tablets, 2-in-1 devices, and notebooks featuring
high-performance Intel® and AMD processors and extended battery life to keep employees
working at their best, for as long as they need. Ease collaboration with a wide array of connectivity
options and anytime, anywhere access to critical information.
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Stout security built into every device
Stay one step ahead of hackers, thieves, and unauthorized users with built-in security
and the HP Client Security1 suite—safeguarding your data, employees’ identities, and
everyone’s devices. HP’s comprehensive set of security features help you repel an ever-evolving
world of threats with multiple layers of protection to cover every entry point—from the BIOS and
hard drive to your software. With simple solutions that are easy to deploy, manage,
customize, and use, you can shield your mobile fleet against attacks and squash threats quickly.
Defend your PC with BIOS-level safeguards that can thwart malware and control everything
from startup to login access to physical security. If your PCs are attacked, you can minimize
downtime with HP BIOSphere2—the industry’s first and only self-healing BIOS solution—and
keep sensitive information out of harm’s way with remote locking and wiping, self-encrypting
hard drives, and secure data disposal tools.
Torture tested for extreme reliability
Rely on technology that’s been put through the ringer. HP’s industry leadership and
proven track record is built on exhaustive assessment, with HP Business PCs
achieving up to a dozen U.S. Military Standard (MIL-STD) 810G reliability benchmarks3 and 115,000
hours of testing.
You can trust HP’s rugged, rock-solid designs to take a beating, no matter what your on-themove employees throw at their devices. During testing, HP Elite Business PCs are dropped 26
times, driven on 1,000 vibration-filled simulated miles of US Highways, dust-blasted for six
straight hours, issued 18 mechanical shocks, exposed to extreme temperature changes, and
tested in high-altitude pressures.3 All of this, so that when an employee rushing out the door
knocks his PC against the kitchen counter, he can rest easy that his work is protected.
New levels of productivity made simple
Achieve peak performance and productivity with HP Business PCs designed to work
as hard as your employees. Enable users to access the business-critical information
they need right away—and work without delay—using intuitive controls and the latest Intel and
AMD processor technology.
Allow workers to keep projects moving on the fly, using a range of devices, solutions, services,
and accessories that ease collaboration. Give mobile employees flexible ways to handle their
work—from Android™ devices and Windows® 8 tablets and hybrids to Chromebooks, desktops,
and notebook PCs. Stay comfortable and productive in the office by pairing HP Business PCs
with innovative docking stations, adjustable displays, smart stands, keyboards, and mice.
Easy manageability to take control of your business
Take care of your mobile fleet and master the steady flow of information to meet
ever-changing business needs. Stay ahead of the curve with HP Proactive Change
Notification, a free service that informs you of product changes before they occur to help you
plan accordingly. HP SoftPaq Download Manager provides a simple, powerful way to update
your HP client PC models. Locate and download SoftPaqs in as few as three steps from a
single user interface after initial setup.
Get the help your IT team needs to stay on track and on budget, with customizable integration
and deployment services for HP Business PCs. Make IT management simple with HP Touchpoint
Manager—a single, cloud-based solution for managing data, security, and a wide array of
third-party devices.4 Set up devices faster, optimize their performance, and deploy updates
across your organization with less effort.
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Valuable support—at your service
Keep your PCs and software running smoothly, with fewer interruptions. HP service
and support offerings include direct access to highly skilled technicians, around-theclock phone assistance, and personalized account management.
With HP Personal Systems Managed Services, we manage your IT environment so you can stay
ahead of technology demands, boost employee productivity, reduce costs, and free up valuable
staff resources. Or choose targeted, customizable HP Services for PCs that span configuration,
deployment, usage, and care. We’ll work with you to get the most value out of your PC fleet and
reduce system downtime—so your in-house IT experts have more time to focus on moving your
business forward.

Explore the latest HP Business notebooks, tablets, and desktop PCs—featuring innovative
designs and powerful technologies to meet all your enterprise needs.
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HP ElitePad 1000 Healthcare Tablet
Improve productivity and enhance patient interactions with a highly portable , antimicrobial
Windows tablet—optimized for healthcare environments.5, 6
• Use this durable, lightweight tablet throughout your clinical environment, thanks to an easyto-clean design that meets IP54, MIL-STD 810G, and 3-foot drop (0.91 m) testing.³
• Help keep patient data confidential with an integrated smart card reader, HP security software,
and hardware-based full disk encryption.
• Help reduce the risk of medical errors with 2D barcode validation (select configurations), and
transcribe accurately with built in HP Noise Reduction Software.

HP ElitePad 1000
Healthcare Tablet
Screen size: 10.1 in diagonal
Weight: 2.4 lb/1.89 kg
Battery life: up to 12 hours⁸
Storage: 128 GB
Memory: 4 GB

• Create the best solution for your environment with a suite of optional accessories, including
a tablet pen to enable data input on the go and a docking station for a convenient desktop
experience.⁷
Smart devices help clinicians give patients more personal attention

Challenge: Medical personnel need more responsive devices that let them access secure,
real-time patient data without getting in the way of quality care delivery. For example, rolling
big carts back and forth between clinicians’ stations and rooms is cumbersome, and can shift
attention away from valuable one-on-one interactions between patient and provider.
Solution: The HP ElitePad 1000 Healthcare Tablet is designed to reflect the healthcare
professionals who use it—tough, agile, and ready for anything. Clinicians can carry the
ultra-portable tablet with them wherever they go, making it easier to collect accurate patient
information. They can scan a patient’s ID band at the point of care to help verify the correct
medication dosage, plus quickly capture and share information—improving quality of care
and freeing up staff to give patients more personal attention.
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HP ElitePad 1000 Rugged Tablet
Keep the pace in and out of the office with a secure, durable, Windows tablet designed
to go where you go.
• Use this durable tablet wherever work leads you—it’s designed to meet IP65, MIL-STD 810G,
and 3-foot drop (0.91 m) testing.³
• Power through your shift with up to 20 hours of battery life⁸ and a 2D barcode reader
(select configurations).
• Make the solution part of your secure IT environment with full disk encryption, an integrated
smart card reader, and HP software.
• Expand what you can do with a suite of optional accessories⁷ such as a tablet pen to
enable data input, a docking station and adapter¹⁰ for a convenient desktop experience,
and much more.

HP ElitePad 1000
Rugged Tablet
Screen size: 10.1 in diagonal
Weight: 3.2 lb/1.45 kg
Battery life: up to 20 hours⁸
Storage: 128 GB
Memory: 4 GB
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HP ElitePad 1000 Tablet
Get more than a tablet—get a total business solution. Redefine productivity and stay light with
the confidence of leading manageability, security, and support solutions.
• Carry high-quality design wherever you go—the HP ElitePad 1000 Tablet is one of the thinnest
and lightest tablets in the industry, but it’s built to last.
HP ElitePad 1000 Tablet
Screen size: 10.1 in diagonal
Weight: 1.5 lb/0.68 kg
Battery life: up to 13 hours⁸
Storage: 128 GB
Memory: 4 GB

• Take the next step in productivity—a 64-bit Intel processor provides all you need to stay
productive in the office or on the go.
• Easily incorporate the tablet into your IT environment, and simplify your workload with optional
solutions from HP, LANDesk, and Microsoft.
• Stay up and running with HP BIOS Protection²—offering enhanced protection against virus
attacks to the BIOS and other security threats.
• Expand what you can do with a suite of HP ElitePad accessories,⁷ and turn a true business
tablet into a total business solution.

HP Pro Tablet 608 G1
Transform your business with this small stylish business tablet equipped with a brilliant, high
definition display and the pervasive connectivity to mobilize nearly any business process.
• Get a clear view of your work on this Windows 8.15 tablet with a 2048 x 1536 QXGA HD display in
4:3 aspect ratio.
HP Pro Tablet 608 G1
Screen size: 7.9 in diagonal
Weight: 0.79 lb/0.36 kg
Storage: 128 GB
Memory: 4 GB

• Tailor your experience to the needs of your business with a keyboard, cases, portable docking
station and more7 to customize your tablet.
• Virtually eliminate road, airport or other background noise with noise-canceling software that
delivers superb on-the-go conference calling.
• Keep up with tasks in and out of the office with the Intel® Atom™ quad-core processor 9 with
64-bit OS support and expanded memory.
• Get business-class security and manageability options on the HP Pro Tablet 608 with HP Client
Security,1 HP Touchpoint Manager4 and more.
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HP Pro Slate 12 and HP Pro Slate 8
Work seamlessly in and out of the office, using an Android tablet with hardware-enabled
security, a Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 series processor, and an integrated HP Duet Pen.
• Safeguard data with comprehensive management and security software.
• Instantly digitize handwritten notes with the HP Duet Pen,¹¹ along with integrated and
downloadable productivity apps.
HP Pro Slate 12
Screen size: 12.3 in diagonal
Weight: 1.9 lb/0.9 kg
Battery life: up to 10 hours⁸
HP Pro Slate 8
Screen size: 7.86 in diagonal
Weight: 0.8 lb/0.4 kg
Battery life: up to 10 hours⁸

• Be more efficient with lightning-quick app responsiveness, screaming-fast graphics, advanced
multimedia support, and long battery life.
• Get to work fast with the latest 802.11 Wi-Fi protocols,¹² Bluetooth®, Wi-Fi Direct support,¹³
and an optional high-performance WWAN LTE module.¹⁴
• Run meetings without wires by securely sharing your screen over Miracast.¹⁵

HP Pro Tablet 408
Stay connected away from your PC with this thin and light business tablet. Keep productivity
high with quick, reliable access to applications and a portfolio of optional mobile accessories.
• Move business forward with an affordable, ultra-mobile, 8-inch business tablet that endures
115,000 hours of rigorous HP durability testing.
• Help secure your data and devices with business-class, TPM-based data encryption, and
manage it all with HP Touchpoint Manager.⁴
• Get the job done by connecting and creating with a bright HD touch display and full Windows
8.1 Pro experience⁵—powered by an Intel Atom™ Quad Core processor,⁹ long battery life, and 2
GB of memory.

HP Pro Tablet 408

• Help maximize mobile productivity with an expansive portfolio of accessories, software, and
services from HP.

Screen size: 8 in diagonal
Weight: 0.8 lb/0.4 kg
Battery life: up to 8 hours⁸
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HP Elite x2 1011
Screen size: 11.6 in diagonal
Tablet weight: 1.71 lb/0.78 kg
Tablet with Power Keyboard
weight: 3.4 lb/1.54 kg
Tablet Battery life: up to 9 hrs.
Tablet with Power Keyboard
battery life: up to 14 hours

Stay in charge of your
workspace, no matter
where you set up shop
Challenge: Traveling executives
need to stay plugged in and ready
to handle critical work, no matter
where business takes them. Trips
abroad often involve unpredictable
work settings—putting a premium
on technology that’s comfortable and
adaptable. And when they’re back in
the office, they need their technology
to integrate into their permanent
workspace, so they can stay on top
of tasks before heading back on the
road.
Solution: Link the HP Elite x2 1011
tablet with a pair of smart keyboards
that make work easier in the office, on
the go, and everywhere in between.
An executive can extend his or her
day with a soft travel keyboard that’s
lightweight and ready to make work
more comfortable, whether he sets
up an impromptu workspace in an
airport lounge, on the plane, or in the
cab. And once the deal is sealed and
the executive returns to the office, the
versatile power keyboard allows for
convenient, wireless docking. Plus, the
optional fingerprint reader and smart
card reader bolster security.
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HP Elite x2 1011
Work with confidence on the road, using a lightweight, 2-in-1 tablet packed with security
features and an impressive ecosystem of accessories.
• Count on the strength and stability of a premium user experience with a sleek, all-metal design
and sturdy reflexive hinge.
• Power up your productivity with Windows 8.1,⁵ next-generation Intel Core™ M processors,⁹ and
up to 16.5 hours of battery life.⁸
• Safeguard sensitive information, identities, and your HP Elite x2 tablet with the HP Client Security
portfolio.¹
• Boost efficiency and adapt to your work with optional wireless docking and a lightweight
travel keyboard.⁷
• Collaborate from practically anywhere and conduct virtual meetings with dual cameras, HP
Noise Reduction Software, Qualcomm® GOBITM 3G/4G LTE WWAN,¹⁶ and HP Mobile Connect.¹⁷

Featured accessory: HP Advanced Wireless Docking Station
Move seamlessly—and securely—from mobile freedom to desktop
productivity. The elegant HP Advanced Wireless Docking Station uses
wireless gigabit technology and provides DisplayPort, VGA, RJ45,
Ethernet, audio, and USB ports for fast connectivity with no cables or
clutter—all in a cubic design. Easily expand your display, network, and
device options to customize an always-ready workspace.
Featured accessory: Wacom Pen
Bolster your creativity with the battery-free, high-performance
HP Pro x2 612 Wacom Pen.¹⁸ Precisely write and draw creative graphic
content—with 1,024 levels of pressure sensitivity, and palm-rejection
technology to prevent accidental input, it’s no ordinary pen.

HP recommends Windows.
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HP Pro x2 612
Stay productive in the office or while traveling with an expandable tablet equipped for business
performance.
• Impress your team with the sleek and functional design of a 2-in-1 device built for
content creation.
• Purchase a full 2-in-1 notebook or build it up over time with a tablet that works with optional
keyboards7 to meet travel needs.
• Perform at your best with a 2-in-1 equipped with the optional Intel Core™ i3/i5, Pentium™ and
Celeron™ processors,⁹ and fast SSDs.
• Help keep security issues at bay with built-in security features—smart card reader, optional
fingerprint reader,⁷ HP Sure Start,² HP BIOSphere, ² and HP Client Security 1—to keep your data
and device safe.
HP Pro x2 612

Screen size: 12.5 in diagonal
Weight:
• Tablet: 2.0 lb/0.9 kg
• Power keyboard: 1.6 lb / 0.7 kg
• Total: 3.6 lb/1.6 kg
Battery life: up to 6 hours⁸

Featured accessory: Wacom Pen
Bolster your creativity with the battery-free, high-performance
HP Pro x2 612 Wacom Pen.¹⁸ Precisely write and draw creative
graphic content—with 1,024 levels of pressure sensitivity, and
palm-rejection technology to prevent accidental input, it’s no ordinary pen.
Featured accessory: UltraSlim Docking Station
Create a professional desktop experience wherever work
takes you. Quickly and easily expand your display, network,
and device connectivity to customize an always-ready
workspace. The HP UltraSlim Docking Station delivers
DisplayPort, VGA, Ethernet, and USB ports to select UltraSlim HP EliteBook Notebook PCs
through a simple one-click, slide-in side dock. Secure the connected notebook to the dock with
the optional HP Docking Station Cable Lock.6
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HP EliteBook Folio 1020 and 1040
Be noticed wherever your business leads, using these exceptionally thin and light notebooks
with full enterprise docking.
• Power up your productivity with Windows 8.1⁵ next-generation Intel U and Intel Core M-series
processors and up to 13 hours of battery life.⁸
• Handle tasks with style and confidence, using an ultra-thin and light HP EliteBook that meets
MIL-STD 810G testing for reliability and durability.³
• Work more naturally and intuitively on a touchscreen that helps make the most of your
Windows 8 experience.
• Keep it secure, keep it simple—with a full portfolio of HP security and manageability solutions.
HP EliteBook Folio 1020
Screen size: 12.5 in diagonal
Weight: 2.68 lb/1.28 kg
0.62 in/15.7 mm thin
Battery life: up to 9 hours⁸
Intel Core M Series
HP EliteBook Folio 1040
Screen size: 14 in diagonal
Weight: 3.3 lb/1.5 kg
0.6 in/15.9 mm thin
Battery life: up to 10 hours⁸
Intel i5 and i7 U Series
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HP EliteBook 820
Screen size: 12.5 in diagonal
Weight: 2.9 lb/1.3 kg
Dimensions: 12.2 x 8.5 x 0.8 in/
31 x 21.5 x 2.1 cm
Battery life: up to 15 hours and 15
minutes⁸

HP EliteBook 820/840/850
Stay productive—in or out of the office—using any of these thin and light notebooks.
Comprehensive security and manageability tools plus a high-performing processor let you
work with confidence.
• Get outstanding performance from Windows 8.1,⁵ a next-generation Intel Core i3/i5/i7 U Series
processor,⁹ dual storage support with a range of storage options, and long battery life.⁸
• Leave dongles behind with a drop-jaw Ethernet port, VGA port, and DisplayPort for key
connections to all your devices.

HP EliteBook 840
Screen size: 14 in diagonal
Weight: 3.4 lb/1.55 kg
Dimensions: 13.4 x 9.4 x 0.8 in/
33.9 x 23.7 x 2.1 cm
Battery life: up to 15 hours and 15
minutes⁸

• Collaborate with co-workers and customers from practically anywhere, using the optional
Qualcomm® Gobi™ 4G LTE WWAN wireless modem,¹⁶ an optional webcam, top-firing speakers,
a dual-array microphone, and HP Noise Reduction Software.
• Never fear bumps and minor spills—these stylish notebooks endure HP’s Total Test Process
and pass rigorous MIL-STD 810G testing.³
Help protect critical data and repel threats to your PC, using a full portfolio of HP security
solutions—including HP SureStart² and HP Client Security with built in TPM, SmartCard, and
optional Fingerprint readers.

HP EliteBook 850
Screen size: 15.6 in diagonal
Weight: 4.2 lb/1.83 kg
Dimensions: 14.8 x 10 x 0.8 in /
37.6 x 25.4 x 2.1 cm
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HP EliteBook Revolve 810
Stay as flexible and mobile as your work demands, using a durable notebook that easily converts
to a tablet by rotating the display 180 degrees.
• Work your way—either as a notebook or as a tablet—on this ultra-thin, lightweight HP EliteBook
with 11.6-inch touchscreen digitizing pen.
• Get outstanding speed and performance from Windows 8.1,⁵ a next-generation Intel U-series
processor, and up to 12 hours of battery life.⁸
• Help keep security issues at bay with built-in security features including HP Sure Start,²
HP BIOSphere,² and HP Client Security.¹
• Count on the strength and stability of this rugged yet stylish HP EliteBook designed to withstand
bumps and spills.

HP EliteBook Revolve 810
Screen size: 11.6 in diagonal
Weight: 3.08 lb/1.4 kg
0.9 in/22.2 mm thin
Battery life: up to 12 hours⁸
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Featured accessory: HP Executive Tablet Pen
Write messages and notes in your own handwriting—directly on your
HP EliteBook Revolve 810 screen. Then save it—or convert it to typed
text for use in other applications. Right-click, draw, type, and navigate
better than ever with a capacitive tip that offers pinpoint accuracy to help
improve productivity.
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HP EliteDesk 800 Desktop Mini
Save space and complete mission-critical work with a beautifully efficient desktop that fits
almost anywhere.
• Optimize workspace with HP’s smallest business desktop yet—smaller than some desk
phones. Fit this unit almost anywhere, using the integrated VESA mount.
HP EliteDesk 800 Desktop Mini and
HP ProDesk 400 Desktop Mini
Dimensions: 6.9 x 1.3 x 7 in/
17.5 x 3.4 x 17.7 cm
Weight: 2.9 lb/ 1.3 kg
Processors: Intel Pentium, Celeron, 		
and 4th generation Core i3, i5, i7⁹
Optional accessories:
• HP Integrated Work Center Stand
• HP Desktop Mini Chassis Tower Stand
• HP ProDisplay Companion Stand

• Power through your day, using the latest performance and management tools with full
EliteDesk functionality.
• Keep it secure, keep it simple—with a full portfolio of HP security and manageability solutions.
• Keep this ENERGY STAR® qualified PC on and updated with low energy consumption.

HP ProDesk 400 Desktop Mini
Confidently run your business with this commercial-grade PC, featuring a compact design that
fits easily into space-constrained environments.
• Optimize workspace with one of HP’s smallest business desktops yet—flexible mounting
options let you place this PC almost anywhere.
• Rely on powerful, energy-efficient performance from your choice of the latest Intel processors.
• Keep it secure, keep it simple—with a full portfolio of HP security and manageability solutions.
• Create the ideal PC solution to fit your business needs and budget with a wide array of feature
configurations and optional accessories, including external hard drives and legacy port
support.⁷
Featured accessory: HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve
Help protect your HP EliteDesk 800 or HP ProDesk 400 Desktop Mini against theft while
keeping your connectivity options open. Wrap this PC in the optional HP Desktop Mini
Security/Dual VESA Sleeve⁷ for easy mounting on a wall behind your display. This sleeve also
features custom-designed cutouts that provide convenient access to all of your ports, so you
can work how you want with no barriers.
15
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HP EliteDisplay E241i/E271i
IPS LED Backlit Monitor
Size: 24 in diagonal; 27 in diagonal
Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Full HD¹⁹
Connectivity: DisplayPort 1.2,
DVI, VGA, USB

HP EliteDisplay S270c 27-in
Curved Monitor
HP EliteDisplay S140u 14-in
USB Portable Monitor
Size: 14 in diagonal
Resolution: 1600 x 900 Hi-Res
Connectivity: Power and video over
a single USB cable

Size: 27 in/69 cm
Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Full HD¹⁹
Premium DTS Audio technology

HP EliteDisplays: Our very best for business
Enhance your view—and your work—with our premium line of business-critical
HP EliteDisplays. Equip users to stay productive with cutting-edge connectivity options, work
more comfortably with outstanding ergonomic adjustability, and consume less power with an
energy-efficient design.

HP EliteDisplay S231d
23-in IPS LED Backlit
Notebook Docking Monitor
Size: 23 in diagonal
Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Full HD¹⁹
Connectivity: Integrated webcam /
microphone and port replicator

HP EliteDisplay E241i 24-in IPS LED Backlit Monitor
HP EliteDisplay E271i 27-in IPS LED Backlit Monitor
• Work smarter with a business-class combination of outstanding ergonomics, next-generation
digital connectivity, and energy savings.
HP EliteDisplay S140u 14-in USB Portable Monitor
• Create a dual-display mobile workspace almost anywhere with an ultra-compact, strikingly
thin, high-resolution portable display in a wraparound cover.
HP EliteDisplay S231d 23-in IPS LED Backlit Notebook Docking Monitor
• Create an instant workspace driven by one USB cable connection to immediately access the
network, the display’s integrated collaboration tools, and your peripherals—so you can get
right to work.
HP EliteDisplay S240ml 23.8-in Ultra-slim Bezel MHL Monitor
• View your PC, phone, and tablet content on a bold, extra-large Full HD¹⁹ IPS display that
charges the devices with MHL, and features an integrated webcam, microphone, and speakers
for video conferences and collaboration.

HP EliteDisplay S240ml
23.8-in Ultra-slim Bezel
MHL Monitor
Size: 23.8 in diagonal
Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Full HD¹⁹
Connectivity: MHL, HDMI,
DisplayPort 1.2
16

HP EliteDisplay S270c 27-in Curved Monitor
• Show your PC and mobile device content in stunning detail—HP’s first curved commercial
display provides an elegant, immersive visual experience with enhanced peripheral readability.
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Perform your best with accessories for HP Business PCs
Tailor your technology to fit the needs of your mobile workforce and your business. HP offers
a robust ecosystem of smart accessories—from docking stations to keyboards to mice and
cases—designed and tested with HP Business PCs to let employees create a comfortable,
familiar desktop experience and set up your business for success.

Keyboards
Transform your tablet into a productivity hub,
using your choice of HP add-on keyboards for
easy content creation and quick data entry.
Work smarter on the go, get a complete,
notebook experience, and help protect your
device with the HP Pro Slate Bluetooth
Keyboard Case. It opens to your choice of
viewing angles for easy touchscreen
interaction or comfortable screen viewing
while you use the battery-powered, fullfeatured keyboard.

Docking stations
Create a productive workspace with flexible
connectivity options, no matter where
business takes you. HP docking stations help
you extend the comfort and convenience of your
HP Business Notebook or tablet to a desktoplike experience with features like battery
charging, USB and external display ports, and
eSATA ports for efficient transfer of large data
files.
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Bluetooth mice
Bluetooth mice are compact, comfortable,
cool—and don’t need a USB port. Choose
from a variety of sleek designs that fit easily
into a carrying case alongside your HP
notebook or tablet.

Cable locks
Help keep your docking station and notebook
from falling into the wrong hands. The HP
Docking Station Cable Lock secures your data
and hardware against theft in just a few easy
steps.

Adapters
Connect to a wide range of devices on all
types of cables with adapters for USB, HDMI,
VGA, Ethernet, and many other ports. Quickly
and easily send high-definition audio and
video content to an external display. Transfer
data, share files, and print documents from
your tablet or notebook with minimal effort.

Pens
Draw, type, and navigate better than ever,
using a capacitive-tip pen that delivers
pinpoint accuracy. Write messages and notes
in your own handwriting, then easily save or
convert them to typed text for use in other
applications.

Covers and cases
Shield your gear from bumps, dents, and
scratches with snug-fitting style. HP offers an
assortment of protective covers and cases,
including ones designed to give you extra
capabilities where you need them.

Stands
Work more comfortably and see your work
more clearly by pairing your HP Business
Notebook or tablet with an adjustable stand.
Easily set up and connect to an external
monitor so you can view content on multiple
displays—at just the right angle—while
conserving valuable space on your desk.

The HP Pro Slate Rugged Case keeps your
tablet’s buttons, controls, cameras, and
connectors easily accessible. It also features
a built-in holder for an optional tablet pen
and a handy lanyard for carrying your device
between meetings. Or wrap your HP Pro Slate
tablet in a slim, custom-fitted cover with
integrated magnets that cue wake and sleep
modes to help conserve battery life.
18
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Go beyond everyday business
Give your agile employees technology that matches their work style. HP Business PCs help put
valuable productivity tools at their fingertips, with on-the-go access to critical information from
PCs that are tough enough to handle even the bumpiest road trips—without compromising security,
upping costs, or giving IT departments more work.
No matter how and where you work, HP has you covered—now and into the future.
Contact your HP representative today to get started.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/elite
hp.com/go/detachables
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1

Requires Microsoft® Windows.

2

Available only on select business PCs with HP BIOS.

3

MIL-STD 810G testing is pending and is not intended to demonstrate fitness for U.S. Department of Defense contract requirements or for military use. Test results
are not a guarantee of future performance under these test conditions.

4

HP Touchpoint Manager supports Android™ and Windows operating systems, iPhone® and iPad® devices, and PCs, notebooks, tablets, and smartphones from
various manufacturers. Not available in all countries. Subscription plan is required. Visit hp.com/touchpoint for availability information, pricing, and system
requirements.

5

Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers, and/or
software to take full advantage of Windows functionality. See microsoft.com.

6

Quick Release pins, camera lens, flash cover, barcode reader cover, screws, screen, and HP logo are not treated with an antimicrobial.

7

Sold separately or as an optional feature.

8

Windows 8, MM12 battery life will vary depending on various factors including product model, configuration, loaded applications, features, use, wireless
functionality, and power management settings. The maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage. See bapco.com for additional
details.

9

Multi-core is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of
this technology. 64-bit computing system required. Performance will vary depending on your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering is not a
measurement of higher performance.

10

Use of the HP ElitePad Rugged Tablet with the HP ElitePad Docking Station requires an adapter (also sold separately) for correct compatibility. Please see product
QuickSpecs for details.

11

Designed for use with HP Paper Folio, sold separately, and planned to be available Fall 2014.

12

Wireless access point and Internet service required. Availability of public wireless access points limited.

13

Wi-Fi Direct devices required for connection.

14

WWAN LTE module is optional, must be configured at the factory, and requires separately purchased service contract. Check with service provider for coverage
and availability in your area. Connection speeds will vary due to location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 4G LTE not available on all
products or in all regions.

15

A Miracast dongle (sold separately) is required if the projector or monitor is not Miracast-enabled.

16

Built-in Qualcomm® Gobi™ modules available in select HP products and require wireless data service contract, network support, and are not available in all
areas. Contact service provider to determine the coverage area and availability. 4G LTE not available in all regions. Connection speeds will vary due to location,
environment, network conditions, and other factors.

17

HP Mobile Connect is only available on pre-configured devices with WWAN. For more information and geographic availability, see hp.com/go/mobileconnect.

18

The Wacom Pen is available as a configurable option available on models ordered with a digitizer screen. Models without a built-in digitizer are incompatible
with the pen.

19

High-definition content required.
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